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Watson et al. demonstrate an increased frequency of

elevated microsatellite alterations at selected tetranu-

cleotides (EMAST) in elderly colorectal cancer (CRC)

patients.1 EMAST is distinctly associated with frailty

markers such as lower body mass index, hypoalbuminemia,

anemia and higher CRPs, in addition to advanced age and

improved recurrence-free survival (RFS) after surgical

resection.

EMAST and high-frequency microsatellite instability

(MSI-H) are often contemporaneous. MSI-H is one of the 2

major pathways of genomic instability in CRC, accounting

for 20% of cases.2 It is characterized by diploidy and

mutation or methylation silencing of mismatch repair

(MMR) genes, resulting in instability at select mono- and

dinucleotide loci (BAT25, BAT26, DSS123, D5S346,

D17S250), which have defined MSI-H tumors since a 1997

National Cancer Institute (NCI) workshop.3 Technological

advances in the ensuing decades have allowed for discov-

ery and analysis of unique loci, such as tetranucleotide

repeats, and new tumor genetic subtypes with clinically

correlative features, presenting challenges of effectively

incorporating these new understandings into clinical prac-

tice.4 Achievements like the comprehensive molecular

characterization of CRC by The Cancer Genome Atlas

(TCGA) project serve as important proof of this concept.5

The description of EMAST in CRC invites re-evaluation of

the NCI workshop dogma in this context.

As the global population ages and life expectancy is

forecasted to increase in nearly 60% of countries and ter-

ritories by 2040, more patients inevitably will become

candidates for surgery.6 A clearer understanding of tumor

biology can help inform surgical decision making in

elderly CRC patients, such as Watson et al.’s clear

demonstration of an association of the EMAST genotype

with favorable surgical outcomes. Surgeons, who are

understandably reluctant to offer curative intent surgery to

older, frailer, patients because of increased perioperative

risk, can consider surgery in the EMAST subset of elderly

patients on account of favorable tumor biology with longer

RFS.7 The inclusion of a high percentage of octogenarians

speaks to the study strengths in providing a better under-

standing of tumor biology in this growing patient

population.8

It is notable that nodal status was the strongest prog-

nostic factor impacting RFS. In this context, we emphasize

that the EMAST genotype should supplement traditional,

well established clinical characteristics associated with

outcomes such as nodal status. Additionally, since the

phenotype associated with EMAST is characterized by

advanced age and several frailty-associated characteristics,

further clarification from the authors as to whether frailty-

associated characteristics are independently correlated with

EMAST tumors or are correlating with advanced age

would be useful. Finally, it would be interesting if the

authors provided data on the frequency of tumor-infiltrat-

ing lymphocytes and impact of adjuvant systemic therapy

on clinical outcome, since MSI-H tumors are sensitive to

modern immunotherapy due to increased immunogenicity.9
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The study by Watson et al. reminds us that by leveraging

technologic advances of molecular biology, early models

of cancer biology can be refined and extended. Harnessing

this broadened understanding of tumor biology can help

surgeons practice precision medicine to make decisions

that maximize benefits and minimize risks.
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